M-28 (Geminus) HOW TO CHANGE THE LENS
■ PART NAMES

CAUTION
When removing the inner part, press on it with your fingers from the
front side of the mask to keep it in place as shown in [Photo 4].
Otherwise the inner part might fly outwards and be lost or broken.
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q Bend the upper section of the mask skirt (downwards) as shown in
[Photo 1], and insert the plastic driver from the rear of the mask
[Photo 2]

e Next, use the plastic driver tip (shown in Photo 2 and 5) to forcefully
push the rear frame, diagonally upwards, out from the rear side,
so the prong on the upper part of the inner frame comes loose.
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w Use the plastic driver tip to pull the inner part prongs (which can be
seen in Photo 1) from below, to remove the inner part. [Photo 3]

r Next, pull upwards as shown in Photo 7 & 8 on the inner frame you
just pushed out, and the inner frame will come loose.
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t After the inner frame comes loose, grip the lens firmly with your

fingers and remove it by gently applying pressure. If difficult to
remove then apply a gradual rocking pressure with your fingers.
[Photo 9]

o Press strongly on the side prongs C at the two locations simultaneously on the left and right to snap it in place. [Photo 14] [Photo 15]
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y Fit the replacement lens into the frame while being careful not to get

fingerprints on it. [Photo 10] In order to prevent leaks, carefully
check the lens securely fits into the inner side of the silicon skirt,
and there is no dust or hair stuck between the two parts.
Note: If possible wear cotton or fabric gloves when replacing the
lens to prevent fingerprints on the lens.
[Photo 10]

!0 Press the two top middle prongs D at both locations and snap them

in place [Photo 16]. Finally, snap the top middle prong E into place
(1 location) above the nose (on inner part). [Photo 17]
Always be sure to check all prongs ( A – E ) fit securely into the
grooves (4 x 2 +1=9 locations) otherwise the inner part might not fit
correctly.
[Photo 16]
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After replacing the lens, align the inner frame and the mask frame
together carefully and press to fit the inside prongs A on both
sides of the nose. Press strongly with fingers until they snap and fit.
[Photo 11]. After fitting them in, check the nose section fits
precisely with no gaps [Photo 12].
Note: If the above sequence is not followed, fitting the inner frame
later might be difficult.
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!1 After finishing the inner frame, simply fit the nose-bridge into the
gap on the front side of the inner frame to complete the lens
replacement. [Photo18]
Fit the nose-bridge so the upper section is widest when seen from
the front (Insertion prong faces downward [Photo 19])

i Next, press strongly with your fingers on both lower sides of the

inner frame so it snaps in place at the two bottom prongs B. [Photo
13]
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